Skytree* (SV3623BL)
* Proposed denomination (subject to approval by regulatory authorities): Skytree. Breeder’s reference: SV3623BL

‘Easy floret’ variety with a segmented
head allowing for easier preparation
Matures approximately 5 days
quicker than Ironman

Fine beaded variety with
greener floret stems and
minimal yellow halo

Very easy to harvest with
very few leaves to remove
from the main stem

Skytree* (SV3623BL)
Classification
Crop
Segment

Broccoli
Main

Skytree* (SV3623BL) is a novel addition to our Seminis broccoli portfolio. Skytree* is part of our
‘Easy Floret’ range which benefits both grower and consumer due to its easy harvest and easy
preparation. Skytree* matures approximately 5 days earlier than Ironman, has less yellow halo
on the florets and has a sweeter stem than traditional broccoli varieties. Skytree* is best suited to
Summer and Autumn production in the Nordics and Baltics and Autumn production in the UK.
Skytree* has great potential to be mechanically harvested due to the reduced number of leaves
and its excellent harvest uniformity.

Skytree* (SV3623BL) – a novel innovation with a segmented head
for easy floretting
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*For further information on programming this variety in your area contact your local Seminis representative
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